


Color Wheel

Warm Colors

Cool Colors



How we see color: the light source 
gives a full spectrum of 
wavelengths (All 6 colors). The cup 
absorbs every wave length of color 
except Blue. Blue is reflected back 
to the viewer thus the cup appears 
blue.



Primary Colors:

Secondary Colors:

Red/Magenta Yellow Blue/ Cyan

Orange Green Purple/violet

The three main colors on the color wheel. These colors can 

not be made by mixing other colors together.

The three colors produced when two primary colors are mixed.



To create a TINT of a color – Add White
To create a SHADE of a color – Add Black
To create a TONE of a color – Add Grey



Tertiary (Intermediate) Colors:

The colors produced when a primary is mixed 

with its secondary.

Red Orange Red/Orange

Red violet Red/Violet



Neutral colors:

White
When all of the colors are bounced off 

an object the resulting color is white

Black
When all of the colors are absorbed by an 

object the result is black

Gray

occurs when only a part of all the colors are 

reflected back in proportion. The more the 

colored light is reflected, the lighter the gray.



Complementary colors:

Colors that are opposite on the color wheel

Red-

Yellow

Blue-

Green

-Purple

Orange



Color Schemes
How Artists apply color theory to their work

Achromatic:

A composition that is absent of any color. The 

result is a black and white image.

M.C. Escher, “Three Worlds” Man Ray, “Tears”



Color Schemes
How Artists apply color theory to their work

Monochromatic:

A composition that uses 

only one color. Tints and 

shades of that color make 

up the different values.

Bernard Nolan, “Monochromatic Study”



Color Schemes
How Artists apply color theory to their work

Analogous
An analogous color scheme uses 

hues that are adjacent to one 

another on the color wheel



Elements and 
Principles

the language of art



Elements: the basic building blocks 
that an artist uses to create a piece of 
art. The following is a list of the 
elements.
Line
Shape
Form
Space
Color
Value
Texture



Line: This is an element that  either defines 

boundaries or is used for an expressive quality.

The boundaries of 
the circles are 
defined with lines. 
The curve of the 
arrow lines gives a 
sense of directional 
movement



Shape: a two dimensional area that is enclosed 
or defined in some way. Two types of shapes are 
geometric (straight , perfect shapes) and Free-
Form/organic shapes (irregular shapes)

Geometric Shapes        Free-Form/Organic Shapes



Form: Form is a three dimensional 
shape.

Both the tree and 
statue are three 
dimensional so they 
are forms.



Space: the area occupied by an object (Positive 
Space) or the area around an object (Negative Space).

The white area around 
the objects and in 
between the back of 
the chair is all 
negative space. The 
Positive space is 
occupied by the 
objects.



Space: Typically in a piece 
of artwork, the main 
subject is considered 
positive space. Even though 
you can see the wall and 
the table in this piece, the 
positive space is the vase 
and flowers. The rest is 
considered negative space.



Color: one of the most expressive elements of art. 
Color can have a warm or cool effect. More 
information on color  can be found at the beginning 
of this PowerPoint.

Color Wheel                       Cool Color Composition



Value : The degree of lightness or darkness in 
an image.

Value 
Scale

The drawing on 
the right uses 
many different 
values to achieve 
a 3D effect and 
appear like Form



Texture: How things feel, or look like they 
might feel.

The photo of the lizard is actual texture because the lizard 
is actually bumpy. The drawing of the cat is Implied 
texture because the cat is not real and the artist suggested 
the feeling of fur by using short, quick , lines.

//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/Iguana_iguana_male_head.jpg
//upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/Iguana_iguana_male_head.jpg


Principles: are how an artist organizes the 
elements to create art.  The following is a list of  
the Principles. The first few that are underlined 
and bulleted are the only ones in the Middle 
school curriculum , and will be the only ones 
defined in the review
•Balance
•Contrast
•Pattern
•Emphasis
Rhythm
Movement 
Variety 
Unity



Balance: How objects (The art Elements) are 
placed in a work of art. There is symmetrical 
balance and Asymmetrical balance

Asymmetrical                          Symmetrical



Asymmetrical

Symmetrical



Contrast: is the 
difference between 
elements in an 
artwork. Most 
often it is used to 
describe differences 
in value. Since this 
piece uses bright 
whites and dark 
blacks it would be 
considered high 
contrast.



Pattern:  artwork that uses planned and repeated 
units. The units could be lines, shapes, or even 
colors.



Emphasis: making one aspect of an artwork stand 
out or become dominant. The emphasized portion 
of a piece is usually where a viewers eye is drawn to 
first.

Both pictures use color to create Emphasis  
(A focal Point).



Perspective
How artists create depth

•Overlapping
•Size
•Placement
•Color
•Picture Plane
•Atmospheric Perspective
•One-Point Perspective
•Two-Point Perspective



Overlapping



Overlapping: by partially covering an object 

with another object a sense of depth is created.



Size



Size: objects appear smaller as they get 

further away.



Placement



Placement: Objects appear higher in the 

picture plane as they move further back. 
Objects that are above the horizon line move 
down in the picture plane.



Color



Color: Objects that are closer tend to have 
brighter colors and more contrast. As Objects 
move back, the colors tend to get duller.



Picture Plane: The Picture plane refers 
to where an object is in a picture. For 
example: If an object appears to be 
close we would say it is in the 
Foreground of the picture plane. 



Pictures are broken 
up into the :

Background

Middle ground

Foreground





Linear Perspective: uses an imaginary point along 
the horizon where all horizontal lines are drawn 
to. This is known as the Vanishing Point.



One-Point 
Perspective 
uses only one 
vanishing point 
as it’s focus.



Types of Paint

Watercolor- This paint uses water as a 

thinner to create transparent effects.

Tempera-This paint is more Opaque and 

thicker than watercolor. It uses water as a 
thinner and can be made wet again after it has 
dried.

Acrylic- This paint is thinned using water 

but turns into plastic when its dry. It can not be 
made wet again after its dry.



Types of Shading

Hatching: Using one direction of line. The lines get closer together to create a darker value.

Cross-hatching Using two of more directions of lines that cross over each other to create 
value

Blending: Using a smooth pencil stroke for a seamless effect.

Blending



Careers in the visual arts
• Graphic Designer  (Logos, advertising layouts, etc.
• Graphic Illustrator (Video games, movies)
• Visual artist (making and selling of your personal work)
• Illustrator (Illustrates books, posters, cartoons)
• Museum curator (takes care of art work, educates 

public)
• Art Historian
• Gallery owner (buys and sells other peoples art work)
• Teacher /professor/instructor
• Set design
• Tattoo artist



Describe how the artist used the following elements and 
principles in this piece.
Color
Shape
Balance



Describe how the 
artist used the 
following elements 
and principles in this 
piece.
Form
Texture
Balance


